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0 of 0 review helpful A Good History Lesson By Avid Reader Uneven Lies is a great look at the history of the 
struggles of African American golfers We all know about Tiger Woods and a few others in more recent times 
However we learn about the Jackie Robinsons of golf and the almost impossible circumstances they faced I was not 
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aware of the professional tours that the black golfers had to play on such as the United Go A fast moving heart 
warming narrative on the history of African Americans in golf Beginning with the 1896 U S Open where blacks first 
played in national competition to the invention of the golf tee by an African American dentist in 1899 to the early 
clubs and facilities open to people of color to the service roles that served as an introduction to the game And much 
much more From Booklist Golfers talk a lot about love of the game but the phrase acquires a whole new level of 
meaning when it s used in the context of the first African Americans who tried to make careers for themselves 
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